Great Danes doar over Brockport Eagles, 33-6

By Dean Chang

Stiffest of competition, they still wished to give freshman quarterback Jeff Russell his first start. Against the Stingers, Russell went right, Brockport 22, Russell went right, Brockport 22. Russell went right to give freshman quarterback Jeff Russell his first start. Against the Stingers, Russell went right.

### Netmen finish seventh in Great Dane Classic

By Lisa Mirabella

The Putnam County, a pre-tournament favorite, took first place in the eighth Annual Danes Tennis Classic last weekend, with Albany placing second.

"We had much stronger tournament this year, adding Rhode Island, Iowa, and Army," said head coach Bob Louis. "The mood was outstanding." Rochner, tournament champion, is one of the top ten 10 tennis teams. Army backs fifth, Cornell sixth, is composed of.

### Bad outdo by faulty safety device

By Heidi grill

A college village was the cause of Tuesday's tragedy at the U.S. Open in the form of a faulty safety device in Dancer's World.

### Blackout caused by faulty safety device

By Heidi grill

A college village was the cause of Tuesday's tragedy at the U.S. Open in the form of a faulty safety device in Dancer's World.
NEWS BRIEFS

Worldwide

Embassy bombed

In a stiffly worded report, the Justice Department's drug-fighting unit said that the U.S. Embassy in Jordan was hit by a vehicular bomb attack on November 22, 1984.

Agitated charged as spy

Los Angeles

In a stern warning to the international community, the Jordanian government said it would not tolerate any further incidents of terrorism in its territory. The alert was sounded after a vehicular bomb attack on the U.S. Embassy annex, "the probability of an attack of another kind was high, and the area was on high alert." The U.S. embassy has been under attack several times in recent months.

Big drug area cited

Lawrence

In a stiffly worded report, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration said that the big drug area cited in the press was not an accurate reflection of the reality on the ground. The agency said that it would continue to monitor the situation closely.

Nationwide

Warning not heed

Washington D.C.

The warning to the nation was ignored, as drug-related incidents continued to increase. The U.S. Department of Justice said that it would continue to monitor the situation closely.

STATEWIDE

SAT scores on rise

New York

The State University of New York said that its SAT scores were on the rise. The university said that it was pleased with the results and would continue to work towards improving them.

NYU gets increase

New York

The city of New York announced that it would increase its funding for the New York University, citing the need to support its expanding programs.

Lawmakers eye move to Division I athletics

By Jan Anderson

Although the SUNY Board of Trustees recently rejected proposals to accept certain NCAA Division I sports, several local legislatures may push to expand the offerings and make the proposals relevant to the state.

Dispute over SA posts seen as a racial issue

By Ian Clements

The SUNY Board of Trustees has been embroiled in a dispute over student association posts, which some see as a racial issue.

Angels descend upon Albany

By Liam Clancy

The Guardian Angels have descended upon Albany, causing a stir among local residents. Some residents have welcomed the Angels, while others have expressed concern.

FREE LISTINGS

Annoe Greek Athletics Club

Free listings are available for the promotion of sports, community, and social events. For more information, contact the club at 518-445-2378.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Alpha Psi Omega's production of "Noises Off"

The production features a cast of five, with performances on weekends. For more information, contact Alpha Psi Omega at 518-445-2378.

Trustees vote down Division I sports

The SUNY Board of Trustees has voted against approving the expansion of Division I sports, citing concerns over cost and feasibility.
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By Lisa Strain

A former SUNYA professor who was fired from his job in August after a lawsuit was filed against SUNYA, has been reimbursed for the legal fees he incurred in defending himself against the university.

Former Director of SUNYA's Language and Literature Department, Chao, was a victim of an administrative decision by the SUNYA administration to fire him. Chao, who is 54 years old, was fired in 1982 after he was accused of harassment and discrimination.

In 1986, Chao filed a lawsuit against SUNYA, alleging that the university had violated his constitutional rights by firing him. The university had argued that Chao was fired for cause, but the judge in the case ruled that Chao had been fired for reasons unrelated to his job performance.

Chao was later awarded $282,000 in damages by the court, which ruled that the university had acted arbitrarily and capriciously in firing him.

In the meantime, Chao had been unable to find work, and he has been living on a meager income since he was fired. He has been unable to support himself and his family, and he has been forced to rely on Social Security payments.

Chao's case is significant because it highlights the importance of protecting academic freedom and the rights of faculty members. The case also serves as a reminder that universities must ensure that their actions are consistent with the principles of fairness and justice.
Student deans say the results they want will be seen when the SUNY Board of Trustees votes on two proposals that could have major implications for the SUNY athletic fee and student participation in athletics.

By Jane Anderson

The proposals, which were introduced in December by the SUNY Athletic Conference and the SUNY Board of Trustees, would allow student-athletes to compete in sports that are not offered on their campus, and would allow SUNY institutions to ask for extramural funding for their athletic programs.

The first proposal, if adopted, would allow student-athletes to participate in sports offered by other SUNY institutions. The second proposal, if approved, would allow SUNY institutions to seek funding for extramural athletic programs.

The SUNY Athletic Conference said it was pleased with the proposals, which it had been working on for several years. The SUNY Board of Trustees, however, has been cautious in its approach to the proposals, and has expressed concerns about the financial implications of allowing extramural funding for athletic programs.

The SUNY Board of Trustees voted to consider both proposals, and will take a final vote on them later this year.

The SUNY Athletic Conference said it was encouraged by the SUNY Board of Trustees' decision to consider the proposals, and said it was hopeful that the proposals would be approved.

The SUNY Board of Trustees, however, has expressed concerns about the financial implications of allowing extramural funding for athletic programs, and has asked for more information about the proposals before making a final decision on them.

The SUNY Athletic Conference said it was committed to working with the SUNY Board of Trustees to address their concerns, and to ensure that any funding sought for extramural athletic programs would be done in a responsible manner.

The SUNY Board of Trustees is expected to take a final vote on the proposals later this year.
By Betty Diemba

Cartell's ups, downs all part of favorite hobby

Since his first roller coaster ride at the age of six, SUNYA professor Robert Cartmell has been familiar with all the different coasters around the world.

His knowledge of coasters has earned him the opportunity to appear on over 500 radio and television programs, and he has also written five books on the subject.

Cartmell has been the executive officer during President John R. Hyde's tenure, and has also been involved in other roller coaster-related activities.

He has been an active member of the American Coaster Enthusiast Society, which is dedicated to promoting the safety and enjoyment of roller coasters.

During his four years as an associate professor at SUNYA, Cartmell devoted as much time as possible to his hobby.

"Before that, my article might have run over two pages of reprints," he said. "But now I have three lines that others were lured after.

"To tell the truth," he said, "I don't like the noise of the engines. I like the sound of the coaster."

"He was really fond of roller-coaster battles and was always the first to get on the ride," explained Cartmell.

"We now have 2,000 roller coaster buffs put together a club," explained Cartmell.

"It's rather time-consuming, and it's his main hobby," said Cartmell.
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New podium policy bars professional vendors

By Barbara Abraham

A new policy governing vendors working in the criminal courtroom makes it more difficult for Student Association members to make money. The policy states that University has the right to approve vendors who work there. Student organizations have often approved vendors who did exchange for a percentage of the sales. Patty Salkin, Director of Student Pro­
genre in the campus center fountain area may be more difficult for Student Associa­tion recognized groups to make money. Although she's a psychology ma­

Matles, said he was puzzled by the new

During his debate, Debra Spite, a senior from Loudonville, has only been a

theatre council, he added. Part of the profits from

Theatre Council, he added.

SUNYA for four years, he said the

Boyle, a Chinese Studies major, said he

theater major from an area who

Boyle's "uttermost concern," he said, "is how to make money for his personal

Not only is Boyle trying to make money to help college expenses, but he said to

new podium policy bars professional vendors

As the new podium policy bars professional vendors, Jackie Brunet, president of the Class

Northwestern College can be on campus. To enter a satisfying career taking care of people as a Doctor of Chiropractic, you need to high standards in education and research for all your years of study. Students

the heart of our mission is to provide high standards in education and research for all your years of study. Students
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In defense of ROTC

It is again the fall season, the leaves are turning, the air cool, and oh yes, ROTC has once again become an issue of debate here at the University. For the fourth year in a row, ROTC has been attacked through and by the ASP. In the past, this has been done by having the office of student services and the ASP. The time has come when inaccuracy, insult, and insensitivity will have any tangibility.

The editor who wrote this editorial has never sat in on an ROTC class or lab, nor has this individual enough to gain information from SBU Army ROTC concerning what is taught in class. Yes, he maintains that this is because he knows exactly what is and what is not taught. One can only assume that his sources are poor, or that he based his conclusions on rumor and speculation.

The editor's attempt to name things, "ROTC activism," has not only acted upon the above, but has been the basis of the stand of 13,000.

Policy "or "ROTC Discrimination" concerning gay and lesbian students. As previously stated, this "policy" is not a policy of the University, but an ASP policy. The time has come when the ASP should be held accountable for their actions.

Finally, in almost every circumstance, ROTC has not been asked to discuss or provide input on their role here at the University. In the past, the ASP has done so as a public service, to assist in the creation of a fairer and more just system.

The Editor insists exist will have any tangibility.

Timothy Taylor

Two weeks ago, Central Council voted to ban ROTC from taking in the Campus Center. Although a resentful decision, it is understandable the reasons for this. ROTC has wasted many faculty and student time by trying to make the Campus Center, use a designated table space. While this is not the issue, the issue is the corruption of the editorial board, their dishonorable backgrounds, and their disregard of the ASP's policies that prohibit busing and homosexual activity in the Campus Center, use a designated table space. The ASP represents the student body and their disregard of the ASP's policies that prohibit busing and homosexual activity in the Campus Center, use designated table space. The ASP represents the student body and the student body's interests.

In addition to military training, ROTC offers many civilian vocational programs. The Editor believes ROTC is a drain on our education dollars, and if nothing else, it exists to train people in the art of "military correspondence, personal counseling skills, and "arts of war." To argue that every war we are caught in was just, is to argue for an evil, unethical, and immoral cause.

The editor mentions that, "we can do without being armed forces, both enlisted and officer?" Why does the Editor believe ROTC is a drain on our education dollars? Students have not been asked to discuss or provide input on their role here at the University. The Editor insists exist will have any tangibility.
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Ronnie, Rob, and John - A Record

Benton Takes Troubles To Heart.

The words are Rob Mathews, the subject, Ronald Reagan, and the Eraser

This is the second effort for two Albany boys. Rob and John Band (including Don Mathews, 30's and who struggled, win or lose. Beating the odds makes for a fascinating picture replete with surprise in-
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Marx And Monogamy
by Michelle Kreil

Monogamy: Just think of the world. It sounds like a disease. "Oh, you have a disease for me? What is it?" They say, "Monogamy." "Oh? Well, that must be a really bad disease, then. I mean, I can't imagine anyone ever wanting to get it."

But what about the people who have it? Do they enjoy it? Are they happy? Do they feel satisfied with their lives? I mean, what is it like to be a monogamous person? I guess I could ask some of my friends who are monogamous, but I'm not sure if they would want to talk about it. Maybe they think it's too personal or private.

Anyway, I think it's important to understand what monogamy means and how it can affect people's lives. So let's take a closer look at this fascinating topic.

Definition of "Love" used as cover illustration taken from The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary

Love... On the Edge
by Joseph Fusco

I went to a wedding recently. It was interesting, I thought, the way the bride and groom looked at each other. They smiled, held hands, and looked into each other's eyes. It was as if they were saying, "I love you, and I promise to love you forever." I wondered if they really meant it. Could they really love each other that much? I mean, we all know that sometimes things change, and people's feelings can change too. But I hope that they do love each other, and that they will stay together forever.

Love Story
by John Keenan

I brought up the phone, dialled. My right hand felt sick and sweaty from too much time pressed against the receiver, and the palm of my hand had left fingerprints on the phone's surface. My whole body was shaking, and I could hear my heart thumping wildly inside of me. I wanted to run away, but I knew I couldn't.

I scrambled for a reason, but none came. I was unable to come up with anything that felt right. I was stuck, and I didn't know what to do. I was frozen in place, unable to move.

I hung up the phone, and it was over. I couldn't believe it. I had just beendumped over the phone. I felt numb, like I was in a dream. I couldn't believe it. It was as if my world had melted away, and I was left with nothing but a void inside of me.
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Irreconcilable Differences

A screenwriter (Helen Hunt) who is working on a film about the love affair of two people, Albert (Drew Barrymore) and Lucy (Julia Roberts), who are very different and come from different backgrounds. Albert is a successful musician who has a large, posh mansion, while Lucy is a young girl who lives in a run-down apartment building with her parents for neglect. The film is a romantic comedy that explores the challenges of love and relationships.

Albert falls in love with Lucy and they decide to marry, and they move to California, where they start a family. However, their marriage is not always easy, and they face many challenges, including Albert's money problems and their different lifestyles. The film is a blend of humor and pathos, and it explores the themes of love, family, and success-failure stories.

The film is directed by Lawrence Kasdan, and it features an ensemble cast that includes and . The music is by . The film opened at Crossgates Mall and was released in October 1984.

The film received mixed reviews, but it was a box office success. It was nominated for several awards, including an Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay. The film has been re-released on DVD and Blu-ray, and it continues to be popular with audiences.
Unhealthy Rat

To the Editor:
If the Rat is concerned about making a profit, it doesn't change the fact that many of its events are low quality due to more competitive pressures.

The Rat may claim to be a social environment, but in reality, it is a business that prioritizes profits over the well-being of its patrons. The Rat's events often lack diversity and fail to attract diverse communities, resulting in a homogenous atmosphere that perpetuates inequality.

We believe that the Rat's emphasis on profit is detrimental to the overall experience, and we are concerned about the potential for further decline in the quality and inclusiveness of its events. We encourage the Rat to consider alternative strategies to promote diversity and inclusiveness while maintaining its financial success.

Poor editorials

To the Editor:
I have noticed that the Rat's editorials often lack substance and fail to address important issues. They tend to be repetitive, focusing on the same topics without providing new perspectives or solutions.

The Rat should consider investing more time and effort into creating insightful and thought-provoking editorials that truly reflect the voices and concerns of its readers. This would not only enhance the quality of the Rat but also strengthen its credibility and influence within the college community.

Favorable response

To the Editor:
As an active member of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance, I would like to commend the Rat for its coverage of Gay Pride events, which I believe are an important aspect of diversity and inclusiveness on campus.

The Rat's coverage of Pride events is commendable, as it helps to raise awareness and promote understanding and acceptance of the LGBTQ+ community. It is important to continue this coverage to support the well-being of the LGBTQ+ community and to create a more inclusive and supportive environment for all students.
It's the Law

With the possibility of fighting or opting out of traffic tickets, many people have decided to use an attorney to help them through the process. However, not all attorneys are created equal, and choosing the right one can make a big difference in the outcome of your case.

Your attorney should have a strong understanding of the law and be able to effectively represent you in court. They should also be able to negotiate with the prosecutor to get a reduced charge or even have the ticket dismissed.

In some cases, it may be better to plead guilty and accept a plea bargain, especially if the charges are minor. But if you do not want to plead guilty, you have another option: plea bargaining. This means a compromise between you and the prosecution, and it is often the best way to resolve your case.

Blackout

All seats reserved: $11.50
9:45am non-Kosher only
10:30am non-Kosher only
3 Brunches on Oct. 14
Parents Weekend '84
Friday, October 26
8:00 P.M.

Sold

Kosher - $5.50
Non-Kosher - $4.00

Limited Seating Available!
natural foods & produce
the capital district's largest and most complete natural food store
10% discount with valid student I.D.
26 central avenue
Albany, ny 452-2020

$5 OFF
(Up to one customer per purchase)

10% discount with valid student I.D.

5 OFF
(Up to one customer per purchase)

LOOK FOR COVERAGE OF NATIONAL AND LOCAL ELECTIONS — BEGINNING NEXT WEEK IN THE ASP!!

PARTY

MAKE IT FOR YOUR CLASS, CLUB, OR DORM

YOUNG professionnel

SOUNDTRACK

DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME WITH BORING ENTERTAINMENT

ATTENTION:
Undergraduate Political Science and Public Affairs Majors
THE POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
will hold its first meeting
Wednesday October 10th 7:30pm in LC222
Planned Agenda
- election of officers
- discussion of planned group activities
- signup for peer advisement
- information about Pi Sigma Alpha

SUNYA Recrquetball Club
Interest Meeting
Thursday Oct. 11 at 7:00
Meet at Gym Courts and Bring Equipment
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BUD LIGHT
PRESENTS
GREAT LIGHTS IN HISTORY
1867. ALFRED NOBEL LIGHTS THE FIRST STICK OF DYNAMITE, AND NEVER GETS ANOTHER MOMENTS PEACE.

But he got a big bang out of his discovery.

And you'll get a bigger bang out of discovering Bud Light if the jean flashing light beer with the first name in lights.

Get on the stack. Hurry to the bar of

YOUR CHOICE AND BRING IT YOUR BEST. DISCOVERING TODAY'S GREAT LIGHT. BUD LIGHT.

EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST A LIGHT.

Register to Vote
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Women booters fall to Division II LeMoyne, 4-0

By Michael Skolnick

Last Tuesday, the women's soccer team traveled to Lakeville College, a tough Division II team when they lost by a score of 3-6. This loss brought the team's record to 2-5 on the season.

Consistency was nowhere to be found against LeMoyne. Their first goal came at 6:00 of the second half courtesy of Dana Stam due to three cracked ribs which seemed to hold it together. The team has become used to these tough contests in the past. Last Saturday the squad hosted the Dolphins in a Division II match.

But they then lost to Army 1-0, 14-16, 15-10, and 2-15. Said Coach Dwyer, "This was our team leader on the field and she suffered without her in the beauty," said Coach Dwyer.

Roller played an outstanding game making 20 saves. It wasn't enough as Cortland outlasted the Dolphins 4-0.

The team started with second half of the season, meeting Siena on Friday. The field in the second half as lovely LeMoyne scored its second goal of the season. Then the team scored to earn two goals quickly in the first half of a corner kick by Kathy DiBenham. The final goal came on a beautiful pass by Kim Kosslek to Baker who put it in.

Looking to the rest of this year's schedule, it can't get any worse. St. Lawrence, Williams and Springfield will be tough challenges. The team will be handicapped by the absence of Keller. According to Kidder, "The rest of the season depends upon how hard we work. We are running hard and ultimately will have confidence in the girls and I'm looking forward to the rest of the season."
Men's soccer team loses to top-ranked Union

By David Chung

For a time, it seemed possible that the Mountstake could have made it a perfect week for its unbeaten soccer team. But when the Mountstake was defeated by Union, 4-3, last Saturday, it seemed that the Danes' hopes had been dashed.

The Mountstake was within 3-2 of Union in the first half, and seemed poised to make a go of it. But in the second half, the Union players began to dominate.

The Danes were able to score in the first half, but the Mountstake defense held firm until the second half. Union scored three goals in the second half, making it a losing game for the Mountstake.

Despite the defeat, Mountstake players were optimistic about their chances in the future. "We'll be back next year," said one player. "We've learned our lesson and we'll be ready for the next game."
Danes dumped by Chiefs, host Owls tomorrow

By Marc Berman

State football team. helped in celebration — and the Albany leg — it was their 100th birthday. Earlier this season, notables were treating the Chiefs, but a triumphant into Albany State's of able to hold the Danes to just 174 points. The 14 points the Danes could not overcome. Despite the fact that Dante had scored on a two-point conversion, the Chiefs' defensive unit was in control.

First touchdown was scored by the four running backs. Anthony Nozzi scored on a two-yard run. The Dane's second touchdown was scored by quarterback Timmreck, who had an interception of the Chiefs' pass. It was the first time in 40 years of history that the Danes scored on a turnover.

Springfield running back Brian Timmreck looks to throw the ball downfield while being pressured by DarnellInside Pittsfield.

Women harriers showing their personal best

By Catherine Sings

It was an exciting night for the women's cross country team on Saturday, September 26, when the team competed in the 5K race. The team's performance was outstanding, with many runners setting personal bests.

The team performed well in the race, with several runners placing high in their respective divisions. The team's overall performance was impressive, with many runners exceeding their personal bests.

The team's performance was highlighted by the hard work and dedication of the runners. The team's coaching and training programs have contributed to their success, with many runners achieving personal bests in the race.

The team's success is a testament to their hard work and dedication. With continued training and support, the team is expected to continue to set new personal bests in future races.